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Abstract

Relationship extraction from unstructured data
remains one of the most challenging tasks
in the field of Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP). The complexity of relationship
extraction arises from the need to compre-
hend the underlying semantics, syntactic struc-
tures, and contextual dependencies within the
text. Unstructured data poses challenges with
diverse linguistic patterns, implicit relation-
ships, contextual nuances, complicating accu-
rate relationship identification and extraction.
The emergence of Large Language Models
(LLMs), such as GPT (Generative Pre-trained
Transformer), has indeed marked a significant
advancement in the field of NLP.In this work,
we assess and evaluate the effectiveness of
LLMs in relationship extraction in the Holo-
caust testimonies within the context of the His-
torical realm. By delving into this domain-
specific context, we aim to gain deeper in-
sights into the performance and capabilities of
LLMs in accurately capturing and extracting
relationships within the Holocaust domain by
developing a novel knowledge graph to visu-
alise the relationships of the Holocaust. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no exist-
ing study which discusses relationship extrac-
tion in Holocaust testimonies. The majority of
current approaches for Information Extraction
(IE) in historic documents are either manual or
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) based.
Moreover, in this study, we found that the
Subject-Object-Verb extraction using GPT3-
based relations produced more meaningful re-
sults compared to the Semantic Role labeling-
based triple extraction.

1 Introduction

Understanding unstructured texts using compu-
tational methods is considered a challenging
task due to the complexity of the natural lan-
guage. Holocaust testimonies are firsthand ac-

counts provided by survivors, witnesses, and oth-
ers who experienced or observed the atrocities
of the Holocaust during World War II (Isuri
A. Nanomi Arachchige, 2023). Holocaust testi-
monies also belong to the category of unstructured
texts, which presents unique challenges for com-
putational assessment. These testimonies are often
emotionally charged and contain highly-sensitive
and personal information which is scattered ev-
erywhere in the testimony. Moreover, Holocaust
testimonies contain a range of linguistic complex-
ities, such as archaic language, regional dialects,
and highly specialised terminology related to the
Holocaust, which can be challenging to parse us-
ing traditional NLP techniques.

Extracting relationships from Holocaust testi-
monies is essential for historians as these firsthand
accounts provide valuable information about the
Holocaust. By uncovering hidden connections and
associations between entities from the testimonies,
historians can gain deeper insights into the his-
torical context, dynamics between individuals and
groups, and the broader narrative of the Holocaust.
This information helps to enhance the understand-
ing of the events, identify patterns, and shed light
on the social, political, and cultural aspects of this
tragic period in history. However, existing ap-
proaches for IE in historic documents are mainly
manual (reference), or a few based on advanced
digitalised approaches such as OCR (Bryant et al.,
2010). Recently, there have been some efforts
made towards IE in historic documents using NLP
(Blanke et al., 2012).

Relationship Extraction (RE) plays a crucial
role in discovering meaningful connections and
associations between entities from Holocaust tes-
timonies to enhance our understanding of the his-
torical context. However, the unstructured nature
of these testimonies presents additional challenges
when it comes to extracting relationships, making
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the task even more difficult for humans. Depen-
dencies between words and phrases, captured by
dependency parsing, provide valuable insights into
the syntactic and semantic relationships within the
text. There are many downstream applications
which are based on extracted relations, such as In-
formation Retrieval (Guo et al., 2020), Question
Answering (QA) (Lan et al., 2021), and Knowl-
edge Graph Construction (Zhang et al., 2022). A
knowledge graph is a type of graph database that
is designed to systematically organise and present
knowledge in a structured format. In the con-
text of unstructured data, knowledge graphs are
used to extract and organise the information into
a structured format using different cutting-edge
NLP techniques. Further, graphical representa-
tions improve the accuracy and relevance of the
search and retrieval results of information from
unstructured texts. Visualising relationships be-
tween entities and events in the Holocaust using
a graph enables people to identify all of the per-
sonal names, places, and locations mentioned in a
collection of testimonies.

However, with recent advancements in large
language models (LLMs) such as GPT3, there
has been significant progress in uncovering hid-
den relationships within specific content (Xu et al.,
2023; Haddad et al., 2023). These LLMs, trained
on vast amounts of textual data, have demon-
strated their capability to learn complex patterns
and capture nuanced relationships between enti-
ties. LLMs have introduced a novel paradigm
known as in-context learning (ICL) (Dong et al.,
2022). This paradigm, as exemplified by stud-
ies such as (Brown et al., 2020), formulates NLP
tasks as language generation problems, allowing
the models to make predictions based on demon-
strations provided within the context. Instead of
relying solely on fine-tuning with labelled data,
LLMs leverage the power of language generation
to produce outputs such as Named Entity Recogni-
tion. The objective of this paper is to examine the
performance of LLMs by employing ChatGPT on
Holocaust testimonies for RE. Following are the
contributions of the proposed paper.

• We evaluate the traditional dependency
parser-based relation extraction method
against the results of the GPT model.

• We conduct systematic analysis to provide
valuable insights into the strengths and weak-

nesses of each traditional dependency extrac-
tion and relationships obtained from the GPT.

• We release the code of the experiments as an
open-source GitHub project1

The rest of this paper is organised as follows.
We critically analyse related work in Section 2.
We present our methodology in section 3. In Sec-
tion 4, we describe our experiments and report the
results and Section 5 discusses the next steps of
this research. Finally, a brief conclusion is pro-
vided in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In this section, we critically analyse existing re-
search in the field of NLP for relationship extrac-
tion. We will discuss and establish the context of
RE within historic documents in particular Histor-
ical testimonies. Previous studies have paid lit-
tle attention to the computational approaches for
information extraction in Holocaust testimonies.
The valuable information embedded within these
testimonies remains largely unexplored, represent-
ing a hidden knowledge source within historical
data. Leeuw, D. et. al shed light on the exist-
ing digital infrastructure for Holocaust studies and
underscored the significant limitations inherent in
this domain (De Leeuw et al., 2018). They em-
phasised the pressing need for computational ap-
proaches to effectively address these challenges
and overcome the limitations. Moreover, some
rule-based computational approaches were per-
formed on multi-source Holocaust victim reports
to extract biographical information (Sagi et al.,
2016).

To date, no study has been conducted specifi-
cally focused on identifying the relations and en-
tities present in Holocaust testimonies. This re-
search gap highlights the untapped potential for
leveraging computational techniques. Relation-
ship extraction is a common downstream task that
is often performed in conjunction with named
entity recognition in various domains, including
biomedical (He et al., 2023), finance (Wu et al.,
2023), and more. The goal of RE is to identify and
extract meaningful connections or associations be-
tween entities mentioned in the text. According
to previous studies, several approaches have been
considered in identifying relationships.

1https://github.com/isuri97/infoextra
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• Existence of relationship between entities
classify whether a meaningful semantic re-
lationship exists between two entities or if
they are mentioned together without a spe-
cific named relationship.

• Extracting predicate verb as relationship
type predicate does not consist of a closed set
of possible classes. Any predicate verb that
appears in a sentence and indicates a rela-
tionship between entities is considered a rela-
tionship type. The normalisation of relation-
ship types is deferred for future processing or
analysis.

These extracted relationships can then be used
to build knowledge graphs (Milošević and Thiele-
mann, 2023), which serve as representations of the
extracted information.

The recent advancements in LLMs have led to
their widespread adoption in various NLP tasks,
including text classification (Sun et al., 2023).
These studies have leveraged GPT models to im-
prove the performance of text classification tasks.
Furthermore, a recent study (Wan et al., 2023) ex-
plored the use of LLMs for relationship extrac-
tion. However, their findings indicate that LLMs
reveal lower performance than fully-supervised
baselines, such as fine-tuned BERT. Despite the
application of transformer-based models in rela-
tionship extraction across various domains, there
is currently a lack of annotated datasets specif-
ically tailored for the Holocaust domain. This
poses a challenge in leveraging the power of these
models for extracting relationships from Holo-
caust testimonies and gaining domain-specific in-
sights. Addressing this gap by creating annotated
datasets tailored to the Holocaust domain would
greatly contribute to the development of more ac-
curate and contextually relevant relationship ex-
traction models.

Despite the promising performance of LLMs in
various NLP tasks, the application of In-Context
Learning (ICL) for relation extraction (RE) still
presents challenges. RE involves identifying the
semantic relationship between two entities men-
tioned in a sentence, which requires a compre-
hensive understanding of natural language. Re-
cent research by (Carrino et al., 2022) has ex-
plored the application of GPT3 ICL for biomedical
RE and evaluated the complete dataset, suggesting
that there is room for improvement in this area for
domain-specific contexts.

3 Methodology

In this section, we describe the proposed pipeline
employed for creating the knowledge graph. As
shown in Figure 1, our proposed knowledge graph
consists of four components: 1) Data processing,
2) Coreference resolution, 3) Triple extraction 4)
Visualisation. After the collection of Holocaust
testimonies, the coreference resolution component
identifies chains of entities and pronouns that re-
fer to the same entity. The triple extraction com-
ponent extracts relation triples from the text using
open information extraction techniques and lastly,
extracted relationships are visualised our findings
on a graph database. The details of each compo-
nent are presented below.

3.1 Data Processing
The collection of documents plays a pivotal role in
our project, with a specific focus on extracting in-
formation from Holocaust testimonial transcripts.
Our primary objective is to gather a comprehen-
sive set of English-language testimonies sourced
from diverse Holocaust testimonial archives. To
accomplish this, we have employed web scrap-
ing techniques to gather data specifically from the
Wiener Library website. Subsequently, we have
undertaken appropriate pre-processing steps to en-
sure the data is prepared for further analysis and
information extraction. Table 1 refers to the list of
relations that we have taken into consideration.

As discussed in the introduction, in order to ex-
periment with how RE works with GPT3, we have
processed the same set of testimonies with the
GPT3 API. Due to the limitation of the GPT3 API
for processing long documents, we are required to
divide the documents into smaller parts. This al-
lows us to work within the constraints of the API
and effectively process the content.

Though individual testimony consists of differ-
ent types of relationships bonded with the envi-
ronment, for this experiment only we have chosen
the following relationships which describe the sur-
vivor experiences.

Relationship Category Relationship
Biographical born, die, learn, live, locate

Career
work, employ, travel,
return

Holocaust Events
forced, transport, evacuate,
arrest, deport, kill

Table 1: List of Relations
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Figure 1: Proposed pipeline

3.2 Coreference Resolution

The coreference resolution component aims to
identify and group together entities in natural lan-
guage text that refer to the same entity. We
have employed crosslingual coreference2 Python
library for this.

3.3 Triple Extraction

In this section, we conduct experiments using two
methods for triple extraction and provide a de-
tailed discussion of each method.

3.3.1 Method 01: Chunking based Extraction
From Chunking-based Extraction, we extract Sub-
ject, Object, and Verb extraction from the Holo-
caust testimony data. In this approach, we em-
ployed the chunking method to identify subject-
verb-object (SVO) triplets to locate verb phrases,
longer verb phrases and noun phrases. We define
part-of-speech patterns, such as ”POS”: ”AUX”,
which help us identify the relevant components of
the triplets. Table 2 refers to examples of method
01.

Subject Verb Object
Jews taken Auschwitz
Dr. Denes transport detention camp
Mrs Milman employed SS

Table 2: Examples for SVO Extraction (original text)

3.3.2 Method 02: Semantic Role Labelling
based extraction

In this method, we employ the AllenNLP 3 model
to determine the latent predicate-argument struc-
ture of a sentence and provide representations. Af-
ter extraction of the Verb, we mapped with the ar-
guments and relations defined in the sentence. To

2https://pypi.org/project/crosslingual-coreference/
3https://demo.allennlp.org/semantic-role-

labeling/semantic-role-labeling

minimise the complexity of the arguments we con-
sider only the First argument with verb either with
another argument or else argument modifier. Table
3 refers to examples of method 02.

Argument Verb Argument1
Frau Meier living In 1936
Frau Morgenstern escape to Switzerland
Frau Gerard ,
a school principal

recommended a young man

Table 3: Examples for SRL Extraction (original text)

3.4 Relationship Extraction with the GPT3

After applying the same set of testimonies to the
GPT3 API, we retrieve the automatically gener-
ated relations from the model’s output. To ob-
tain these relations, we construct a prompt that
describes the desired output, including the named
entities specific to each testimony and the relation-
ships observed by the GPT3 API.

3.4.1 Prompt Construction

In our approach, we create a specific prompt for
each document, which is then inputted into the
GPT model. The prompt is designed based on x,
to provide the necessary context and information
for the model to generate an appropriate response.
It typically includes the following components:

Task Description xdesc We offer a concise
summary of the task description for relationship
extraction (RE) to think as a historian and present
a predefined set of instructions to define Name en-
tity tags. The task description is given as follows:
Identify the named entities with their named entity
tags.

Demonstrations xdemo In the demonstration
part, we reformulate each example by first
showing the input prompt and then asking to
generate the relation. The input prompt can be
further enriched by asking to include the original
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Relationship Type
Original GPT3

Method 01 Method 02 Method 01 Method 02
born 1,090 3 722 0
die 3,625 10 1,504 5
learn 2,715 75 272 17
live 9,513 234 2,998 136
work 7,148 322 3,317 229
travel 3,253 97 985 57
return 2,314 3 1,090 0
transport 1,626 7 1,122 5
find 203 74 66 43
locate 856 6 885 2
employ 985 13 241 6
forced 99 12 2,170 7
evacuate 841 4 353 2
arrested 723 28 2,134 23
deport 2,015 4 1,554 4

Table 4: Frequencies of the occurrences of relations

sentences.

(x1
demo, y1

1
demo, y2

1
demo), .., (x

n
demo, y1

n
demo, y2

n
demo)

where xjdemo, 1 ≤ j ≤ k denotes the jth input se-
quence and y1jdemo, y1jdemo denotes the text which
is remade from the label, e.g., list of named entity
tag and the reformulated sentences

Test Input xinput Test input is the test text
document needed to identify the relations. The
prompt xprompt for a Test input is constructed
by concatenating the task description xdesc, a se-
quence of demonstrations

3.5 Visualisation in graph database

In this study, Neo4j 4 was utilised as a database
management system to store and visualise the ex-
tracted relations in the form of a graph. In the
triple, the subject/object pair or argument pair act
as nodes in the graph and the verb act as the re-
lation. Figure 2 illustrates the knowledge graph
created for a set of triples.

4 Results and Comparative Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the results obtained
from the methods described above.

We adopted the above-described methods to the
original transcripts of testimonies and their GPT-
derived relations. Table 4 describes the overall

4https://neo4j.com/

Figure 2: Knowledge graph visualisation of a sample
set of triples

count of individual relationships identified accord-
ing to the two methods. After obtaining the fre-
quencies related to all relations, we manually ac-
cess the relations as there is no computational
method available to determine which relation is
most relevant to the testimony, as a single relation
may or may not be important for relationship ex-
traction. We identified that the relations obtained
using Subject-Verb-Object extraction (Method 01)
have considerable random noises.

After conducting a comparative analysis be-
tween GPT3 results and the original testimonies
relations, we identified that GPT3 results have less
noise and they were properly arranged.

Furthermore, another finding from this research
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is that the Argument-Verb Extraction method
(Method 02) also failed to identify many relations
in the context of the Holocaust, both in the origi-
nal data and in the relations generated by the GPT
model. This suggests that the Argument-Verb Ex-
traction method may not be suitable for accurately
capturing the full range of relations in this specific
domain.

5 Discussion and Future Works

The primary contribution of this paper is the iden-
tification of relations through dependency-based
SVO extraction, semantic role labelling, and GPT
prompts in Holocaust testimonial data which de-
scribe about the survivor experience. These iden-
tified relations are then visualised in a graphical
format, providing a clear representation of the re-
lationships within the data. Based on our find-
ings, we observed that the relations generated by
the GPT3 API and the triplet extraction method
based on subject-verb-object were able to provide
the most accurate and effective results when iden-
tifying relations in Holocaust data.

Currently, our research primarily focuses on
identifying relations from individual Holocaust
testimonies. However, our future plans involve ex-
panding this work to link individual testimonies
together by establishing additional relations. This
broader network of relations will enable a deeper
understanding of the collective experiences, in-
teractions, and events within the Holocaust, con-
tributing to a more comprehensive and intercon-
nected understanding of this historical period.
Moreover, we plan to extend our experiment with
name entity recognition combine with RE and in-
tegrate the results got with the SVO extractions
as a part of triple integration to construct an N-
to-N knowledge graph. By integrating the ex-
tracted triples from the Holocaust testimonies and
mapping the predicates to a common schema, we
aim to create a comprehensive and interconnected
knowledge graph. This graph will capture the re-
lationships, associations, and connections between
entities, events, and concepts related to the Holo-
caust.

6 Conclusion

This research, evaluates and compares the perfor-
mance of traditional rule-based dependency meth-
ods for relationship extraction with the recent ad-
vancements in LLMs. Through our proposed

novel knowledge graph relationships can be vi-
sualised better than baseline approaches, hence
proving the usefulness of the work specifically for
the historians for better synthesis and presenta-
tion of the hidden information. This study repre-
sents the first-ever investigation into the domain-
specific analysis of Holocaust text data. It focuses
on examining the unique characteristics and chal-
lenges presented by this specific domain in the
process of relationship extraction.
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